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Andre

Returns and Harry Goodridge is happy

Back Home In 4 Days,
Andre Just Wants Sleep
By JIM MOORE
District Correspondent
ROCKPORT — A 168-mile
swim in four days? Ho-hum-mm.
“Don’t bother me. At my age,
after a swim like that I need a
little sleep.”
Even his trainer, Harry Goodridge, couldn’t entice Andre,
the honorary harbormaster of
Rockport, from Leonard Ames’
punt with a nice fish.
Andre the seal, who arrived
Tuesday afternoon following
several sightings during the

day, just wanted to sleep.
The 13-year-old, 240-pound
trained seal was released Fri
day after spending the winter in
the New England Aquarium,
Boston. The trip back to Maine
waters was expected to take
him two weeks.
He fooled everybody. He’d
been, clocked at 15 miles an
hour by Goodridge in tests at
Rockport some time ago and
apparently old age hasn’t slow
ed him down.
“I’m telling you I was sur
prised when we began getting
reports today,” Goodridge said,

“I really underestimated Andre.
Now I’ve got to get busy and
find him some fish.
“I’m not going to try to g<
him into his pen yet. He jus
seems to want to sleep and yo
can’t blame him.”
Grizzled now, the once slee
dark seal is heavily mottle
with gray as any oldtimer, eve
his whiskers. His eyes are sti
the big dark inquisitive one
they always were.
He opened them at Harry’

Turn to Back Page
of this section.

Andre's Back Home
And Is He Sleepy!
(Continued from Page One)

call, wondering why he’d beeni wasn’t having anything to do
awakened again. This time it with him Sunday.
James Phillips of Dam
was for something he usually
adores — posing for pictures; ariscotta said a big seal basked
but he wasn’t having any; at on a rock in the Damariscotta
least he wasn’t going to do River where none had ever
been seen before at 7:15 p.m.
ti-icks for the photograhers.
Monday.
“Maybe those Olympic swim
mers have pep left for pictures
after a championship,” said TUESDAY MORNING Louis
Harry, “but how’d you feel af Bosse of Coopers Beach, Owls
ter swimming 168 miles in four Head, spotted a big seal making
days? I don’t blame him. But its way along.
take my word for it, this is A little later Mrs. Gail Spear
Andre all right. Lee’s boat has of Glen Cove, was pretty sure it
was Andre zipping toward Rock
always been a favorite of his.
Harry corrected an error in a port Harbor.
Early in the afternoon at
recent dispatch.
“You trying to make people Rockport, next to Glen Cove,
think Andre’s a walrus? He only the Ameses saw a seal swim
put on 20 pounds in Boston and ming in the harbor.
weighs 240 — not 420,” Harry Harry went out in a boat, but
by then Andre had hauled him
said.
self into Lee’s punt.

L

SIGHTINGS OF the seal, who
is honorary harbormaster and a “HE DID SEEM glad to se
rear admiral of the deep in the me, but he was a pretty tire
mythical Country of Oceanus, old seal,” Harry said.”
“He eats ale wives and hei
began early Tuesday.
ring and it’s a little early for e
Andre was released Friday ther of those fish to be running
afternoon.
Some of the fishermen hav
Norman Waddington of Kitte promised some frozen fish t
ry Point was surprised when a tide Andre over until the othe
big seal slapped onto a float, fish runs start.”
acted friendly, got patted, then Those problems solved, Rod
slid overboard on Saturday af port’s famous seal will be read
ternoon.
to give his wondrous — and fre
Fred Estates of Pine Point — performances off the publi
said a seal followed his boat but landing all summer.

Kyros To Hold
Meeting On
Andre’s Case
WASHINGTON — U.S. Rep.
Peter Kyros has intervened on
behalf of Andre the seal and
has urged federal officials here
to permit Andre to stay in
Rockport.
“I am meeting with the dep
uty director of the National Ma
rine Fisheries Service, Jack
Gehringer, today to be briefed
on the case and to make every
effort to see that Andre remains
in Maine,” said Kyros.
“The circumstances surround
ing Andre are indeed ironic,”
says Kyros, “since the only rea
son that his trainer, Harry
Goodridge, is hi technical viola
tion of the Maine Mammal Act
is because he releases Andre
every fall. Although And're re
turns to Rockport voluntarily
every year, according to the
law, Goodridge is capturing
the animal each spring.”
Kyros said that the fisheries
service currently is reviewing
the law to determine exactly
what type of permit, if any, is
needed to keep Andre in Rock-
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UNLICENSED SEAL — Andre the seal takes In a little sun Monday as USDA
inspector Alan Christiansen (left) and Harry Goodridge look over his pen.
Steve Heddericg

Will Andre receive his
entertainment license?
Rockport’s famed Andre the seal was
visited early Monday afternoon by two in
spectors from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to see if his habitat conforms to
federal standards.
The USDA agents, Alan Christiansen
and Stephen Onuparik, were ferried out to
Andre’s pen in Rockport harbor by the
seal’s trainer, Harry Goodridge, to measure
the floating compartment and gather other
information.
According to Christiansen, a 1979
amendment to the Animal Welfare Act re
quires that a marine animal’s habitat must
conform to certain regulations if the use of
the animal in any way generates money. A
license is granted if conformity is met.
“That doesn’t mean there has to be a
profit,” Christiansen said. “It could range
from donations to compensate for feeding,
or a promotional TV show, it doesn’t mat
ter. But if any fee is derived, there must be a
license.” _

i

As the inspectors prepared to make their
measurements with a yardstick, trainer
Goodridge bluntly commented, “I hope it
doesn’t pass. I don’t want these
unknowledgeable people telling me what to
do.”
Wearing a T-shirt with the name and im
age of Andre printed on it, Onuparik made
a variety of measurements in and around
the pen as the harbor seal swam from end to
end and occasionally surfaced to observe.
The pre-licensing requirements are based
on the USDA’s determination of the space
needed for the average adult male harbor
seal. The pen conforms to most of the
stipulations, although the minimum
horizontal dimension was short by three in
ches.
“That means the width,” said Chris
tiansen, “but it’s minor. We sent all otlr in
formation to the main office near
(continued on page 5)
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(from page 1)

Washington, D.C. and they make the final
decisions. But 3 inches is not much.”
Christiansen said he has been in touch
with Goodridge for the past two years
regarding various regulations but that Mon
day was the first time an actual inspection
had been made. Goodridge said he had ap
plied for the license about a month ago.
The inspectors also said that, according
to regulations, a “dry resting area” with
shade must be provided. Goodridge said the
platform at one end of the pen “has worked
fine for that, and if he gets hot, he goes
back in the water.” He added that he did
not want to shade the area.
Water samples in and around the pen
were also taken.
“With the tide coming in and out Andre

gets four changes of water a day,”
Goodridge told the inspectors. He also
mentioned that there are open sewer lines
that drain into Rockport harbor.
Noting that Andre has been coming to
the harbor for 21 years, Goodridge said the
quality of the water, “hasn’t seemed to hurt
much.”
“In fact,” he said, “the guys that set
their traps near the sewer lines always get a
lot of lobsters.”
Onuparik, who covers the entire New
England coast, said Andre’s situation was
“entirely unique” and that he had never
been faced with a similar situation.
Goodridge said Tuesday that the inspec
tors were sending their report to the USDA
general counsel but he didn’t know when
any results could be expected.
“They’re sure, but slow,” he said. “But I
think they’ll be lenient.”

Andre/
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But he keeps coming back

Federal authorities just have to recognize
that Andre the seal is an exception to the rule.
Better still, when rules are being drafted it
would be wise to consider Andre’s lifestyle.
Harry Goodridge, the Rockport custodian of
Andre during the summer, has been told that
under the Marine Mammals Act of 197-9?- he
will have to obtain a $5 license annually to ex
hibit Andre.
That does not seem unduly severe although
Andre appears to be enough of an exhibi
tionist himself so that he needs only a human
assistant. However, the Agriculture Depart
ment can argue that point.
What does seem on the ridiculous side is the

department’s claim that the platform in
Andre’s pen may have to be enlarged. Good
ridge says he was told that the new law re
quires that "Andre either be released or put in
a satisfactory place.”
Andre should be the ultimate judge of what
constitutes a satisfactory place for Andre.
Andre is released every spring. He swims
200 miles from Boston to get back to his Rock
port summer place. For 18 years, Andre has
been free to go wherever he chooses. And he
has chosen Rockport.
The Rockport "place” may not satisfy a gov
ernment representative, but for Andre it it ap
pears to be just fine.
Let him alone.
/ 6j
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ANDRE: BUREAUCRATIC TARGET

ndre the Seal has become the target of an asinine bureau
cratic exercise.

A

Rockport’s harbor seal has come under government sur
veillance in connection with the marine mammals law enacted
by congress in 1972 and which became effective January 1,
1973. The law provides for the protection of marine mammals
and is designed to prevent their capture or decimation. That’s
fine. No one in his right mind would argue against such a
measure. But interpreting the fine letter of the law to oust An
dre from the life he has know for the past 14 years — since he
was two days old — discredits the officials charged with enfor
cing the law and serves to distort the very meaning and intent
of a reputable piece of legislation.
To back up: Harry Goodridge who found Andre as a two-day
old pup, raised him, and trained him is considered more
knowledgeable about harbor seals than almost anyone in the
country. He has trained dozens of seals for museums and
aquariums. For years, he has led Andre through a nightly
feeding time performance that continues to astound visitors
and home folks alike. During the winters — until last year —
Harry releases Andre to the sea to lead a seal life. In spring,
Andre returns.
Now what is unique in the Goodridge-Andre relationship is
that Andre is given the right of self-determination. He may
choose to live wild or free. But each year, he returns. This past
winter, Harry contracted with the Boston Aquarium to keep
Andre through the winter. When he was released from
Marblehead this spring, Andre raced home in four days flat,
and voluntarily entered his cage.
A week or so ago, three men approached Goodridge to tell
him he was violating the law. These men are officials of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Atmospheric Ad
ministration, National Fisheries Service for the New England
Region, based in Gloucester, Mass.
Harry was told *he bureau had been observing him for some
time, that they were following up a complaint from a woman
who wanted to know why she couldn't keep a seal if Goodridge
could? Later, Harry heard from the Gloucester bureau that it
was acting because a man had complained about Andre jum
ping in and out of boats.
According to the law, as Harry was informed, every time he
allows Andre in and out of his cage, he is capturing a seal and
thus violating federal law. He was told he must obtain a permit
to capture and exhibit a seal, or be subject to a fine. The of
ficials suggested he make application for such a permit and
sent him a copy of the law. Then last week, Harry was notified
by phone to hold onto his application. He's confused at this
point, and with good reason.
Goodridge says he was not ignorant of the law, but he assum
ed that he was “grandfathered” and that it would not apply to
seals in captivity such as Andre prior to 1973. Harry questions
why the government took two years to approach him when
bureau officials admitted he had been under observation. He
wonders why these officals did not contact him by letter in ad
vance of driving up before his door. He now is puzzled by the
request to hold off on applying for the very permit he has been
told to obtain.

Leave A ndre A lone—
To The Editor:
On Friday, The Associated Press moved the enclosed story about
the plight of Andre the Seal, Rockport's honorary harbormaster. Hav
ing seen and enjoyed Andre's antics. I felt he could use a little Help
from his Connecticut friends.
On Saturday, we carried the enclosed editorial. Feel free to reprint
it if it will help Andre's cause.
Dave Ferguson
The New Britain Herald
New Britain, Conn.

Ed: Many thanks for the common sense support. Here’s an excerpt
from the New Britain Herald’s editorial:
“All this brings up one simple question: doesn’t the government of
the United States of America have better things to do than hassle a
lone seal in a remote coastal town? As long as he’s in his cage he’s not
going to be a hazard to anyone and he’ll be in the harbor he loves.
Thousands of visitors—including not a few from this area—have
Harry Goodridge knows more about Andre than anyone else
watched his antics. They all join in saying: Let things be, Save An
alive. No wild creature — if that term can be applied to Andre dre.”

In Washington, Sen. William Hathaway has intervened in An
dre’s behalf with the Secretary of Commerce. Meanwhile,
Harry has received over 50 letters and phone calls within re
cent days and offers of legal assistance from two attorneys.

— races 200 miles down the Atlantic coast to return to his
trainer unless he shares some special form of devotion for him.
No man can explain with any certainty this unique
relationship.

But sadly, instead of marveling that it exists, a government
bureau with all the vision of a mule with blinders has chosen
Andre as an apparent test case.
Harassing a man and his seal — for whom the new law may
not even apply — is a pig-headed example of bureaucratic
blundering.
Let Harry Goodridge take care of Andre. And let the govern
ment look after all the other mammals and endangered species
that really need help.
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Andre Receives Support '
To Pick Summer Home
PRESS HERALD BUREAU
WASHINGTON — Sen. William D. Hathaway Tuesday
vigorously defended the right of a Maine summer resident to
decide for himself where he will live.
But it wasn’t a person that Hathaway stuck up for; it
was a seal named "Andre” who faces eviction from his sum
mer home in the Rockport Harbor.
Apparently, Andre spends his summers in Rockport en
tertaining tourists with such tricks as jumping through rings
and shootitng basketballs through hoops, then is released to
sea each fall.
The following summer Andre voluntarily returns to Rock
port, where he was raised from a pup by his trainer, Harry
Goodridge.
Hathaway said a number of people in the Rockport
area complained the National Marine Fisheries service
wants to evict Andre because of a 1972 law prohibiting the
capture of marine mammals.
They pointed out that Andre prefers his summer resi
dence in Maine, as indicated by his swim of 128 miles this
spring from Marblehead, Mass, to Rockport after wintering
at the Boston Aquarium.
In a letter to the secretary of commerce, Hathaway
stated: “Andre appears to be quite content with his summer
residence in Rockport, and I believe that in this instance the
good of the public as well as the seal would be served if
Andre is peermitted to decide for himself where he will live.”
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Seal Andre Periled
By Lawmen's Zeal
To Bar Ocean Pad
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — Andre
the Seal, whose antics have delighted
thousands of tourists in this Maine
coastal village, has run afoul of
Uncle Sam.
The 14-year-old seal may be forc
ed out of office as this town’s
honorary harbormaster because of a
federal law prohibiting the capture of
marine mammals.
Andre was visited by officials of
the National Marine Fisheries Ser
vice (NMFS) who declared that the
floating 20-foot pen in Rockport har
bor where he spends his summers is
illegal.
“These three federal men just
swooped down on us. It was really
kind of frightening,” said Harry
Goodridge, a Rockport tree surgeon
who raised Andre from a pup and
taught him to jump through rings
and shoot basketballs through hoops.
Goodridge said Thursday that
Alan S. Mager, the regional NMFS
enforcement agent, told him the
agency had been aware for some
time that the 1972 law was being
violated, but gave no reason for the
sudden decision to enforce it.
ACCORDING to Goodridge, the
agents left “a lot of red tape to fill
out,” petitioning the government to
permit him to keep Andre.
“I’ve been frightened ever since
they left because I can’t get it out of
my mind what they might do to him.
This type of relationship is just
beyond their comprehension,” Good
ridge said.
Officials of the NMFS regional
office in Gloucester, Mass., said its
enforcement agents were sent to
Rockport in response to a citizen
complaint that Andre posed a hazard

PROBLEMS—Andre (the Seal) with trainer Harry Goodridge.
because of his habit of climbing onto
boats, some with children in them.
William Gordon, the agency’s
deputy regional director, said he
recognized Andre’s celebrity status,
but noted that the law specifically
requires Goodridge to obtain a per
mit.
“If he’s going to keep the animal
in captivity, he would need a permit.
The law is very specific on this,” he
said.
Enforcement chief Dan Russ ex
plained that a permit is granted after
an inspection of display facilities to
insure that a marine mammal
receives proper care and has a hold
ing tank that meets government
standards of water temperature and
salinity.
“We intend to try to resolve the

matter in a harmonious fashion,
within the law of the land,” Gordon
said.
Should the government deny
Goodridge a permit, it could run into
a problem keeping Andre away from
his summer residence.
AT THE START of this summer,
the seal swam the 128 miles from his
winter home in the Nevz England
Aquarium in Boston to Rockport in 84
hours.
“He could just about take being in
an aquarium for the winter, but if
they lock him up in one forever, he’d
die. I know he would,” said Good
ridge.
“I know Andre and I aren’t bigger
than the law, but what about the
public?” he said, referring to the
seal’s numerous admirers.

Week of September 1, 1974
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No one can resist the friendly charm of Andre the Seal!
He warms the hearts of all who see him. This water-bound
actor performs regularly at Rockport Harbor for your enjoy
ment.

Andre, a friendly harbor seal who has been “boarding” this winter at the
New England Aquarium in Boston, is released from his cage on dock at
Marblehead to swim back to Rockport, Maine, his “home” since he was
a 3-month-old pup. Owner Harry Goodrich says it should take Andre,
now 13 years old, about a week to make the 165-mile voyage. (AP)
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Hoop-holding Harry Goodridge discovered Andre,
the agile Harborseal, when the latter was a twoday-old pup. Now at 13, the aquatic acrobat
weights 200 pounds, and is “wintering," as they
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say, at the New England Aquarium. He used to
entertain tourists at Rockport, Me., but fishermen
complained that when he was let out to sea, he
would climb into their boats to sun-bathe.

LAMUkN, MAIn
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Andre’s Back —
In Four Days Flat
Everyone can breathe a little
easier, now. Andre made it home.
Rockport’s harbor seal, who spent
the winter in the Boston Aquarium,
arrived home Tuesday afternoon,
took a nap in Leonard Ames’ boat,
cavorted about the harbor, then

After a long swim home, Andre suns in Rockport —

Jeff Gibb,

leaped for a fish from trainer Harry
Goodridge and finally entered into his
cage.
Andre's return home was more
anxiously awaited this year since he
was to make it back from his winter
in Boston alone. Harry Goodridge,
who has raised and trained Andre,
flew down Friday and went with An
dre and Aquarium officials to
Marblehead, Mass., where they put
him in the water for the swim home.
“I knew he’d been to Marblehead,”
said Harry, after he’d given Andre
supper. “I had very few doubts he’d
make it,” Goodridge said. What did
astound him was Andre’s speed - four
days flat. Again, there was no doubt
he could swim the distance in that
time, just that he would. It had been
estimated that the seal might take a
leisurely week or two on his return
trip.
Andre - weighing a hefty 240 pounds
- hit the Boston papers when he was
released and reports of sightings by
fishermen and coastal residents
followed him along the coast. First
word, said Goodridge, came from
Kittery saying he had been seen there
the day following his release.
Goodridge noted that was 50 miles of
ocean and figured that Andre must
have averaged that during his trip.
Goodridge had an opportunity to
rlee -the probable path of the seal’s
ourney when Harvey Huff, Down
Cast Airlines pilot, flew him over the
Jourse.
Word came Tuesday morning at
:45 that the seal had been sighted in
lien Cove: then 9 a m. from Owls
1 Turn to back page. Please

ANDRE
Continued from page one
Head, at 11 a m. from Rockland and
finally in Rockport harbor, where
Harry found him asleep in Ames’
boat. "I asked him if he wanted a
fish, and he said ‘no’,” Harry said
later.
Goodridge pointed out that Andre
“has been free for 13 years, so a little
swim like that is nothing.” Harry
said his greatest fear for Andre’s
journey - and it’s been a source of
concern for a number of years - was
that he would be captured by zoo
hunters. He added that a chief reason
for keeping him in his cage is that he
fears the playful seal may cause an
accident to small boats.
Goodridge said late Tuesday that
he noticed that a small object
appeared to be attached to Andre’s
back. He questioned whether it had
been a tiny device to record the seal’s
trip which museum officials had ex
pressed interest in earlier. But Harry
did not have opportunity to make a
closer inspection.

Friday, May 3, 1974
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Andre Getting Settled For
Another Busy Season
ROCKPORT — Fan mail
from as far as Greece and the
suggestion of a race with Mark
Spitz have followed the four-day
swim of Andre the seal from
Marblehead to this seaport
town.
Andre, who for 13 years has
been one of Rockport Harbor’s
attractions, has gained back his
appetite “almost” said ownertrainer Harry Goodridge, who
finally got him to swim in and
out of his harbor pen several
hours after his Tuesday 1 eturn.
“He seems content to be
home again,” Harry said, “and
as always he expects to put on
at least part of his repertoire at
meal times. I am not going to
start hauling the pen into the
landing dock at dinnertime yet,
however. I’ll do that a little lat
er.
Andre, who gained weight at
the New England Aquarium, ate

most of the “frozen dinner” of
alewives and herring first of
fered him “but only toyed with
the last few pieces.”
So far Andre, who is the hon
orary harbormaster here, has
received four fan letters; a lot
of telephone calls con
gratulating him; a dollar bill in
an envelope to buy him some
fish and an airmail card from a
Camden couple in Greece say
ing the news of his return had
reached there.
Outdoor writer and neighbor
Lew Dietz has been approached
by a magazine to do a piece on
Andre’s remarkable swim and
what makes him tick.
“Somebody even suggested
we ought to stage a race be
tween Andre and Mark Spitz,”
Goodridge said. “As near as I
can tell that’s okay with Andre#
— if Spitz, should he win, take|
the same kind of an jrwarn
fish.”

olicing Andre —
To the Editor:
During a recent trip to your area, one of the prime delights in
addition to the beautiful scenery, was of course to visit
Rockport’s Honorary Harbor Master, the beguiling and endear
ing Andre the Seal!
It would be impossible to estimate the total quantity of in
terest, uplift, and joy provided to countless people by this inno
cent creature of the deep, who has chosen humans as his prin
cipal companions; and Harry Goodridge, of course, as the
receptor of his enduring and practically filial affection! Well he
might, after the years of reciprocal devotion, and the intelligent
kind of protection and livelihood Goodridge has given him so un
tiringly these sixteen years.
Not to mention the great expense to which Goodridge is sub
jected in connnection with Rockport’s now actually national
figure, of whom it can be uniquely proud. In a sense, Andre
belongs to you all!
So it was with real distress that I heard a disturbing rumor,
which I hope is not true, that the Selectmen of Rockport have
decided to make Mr. Goodridge personally responsible for the
payment of the traffic police, for the informal evening enter
tainment provided by Andre and himself.
The affair is a great delight, not only to the many from out of
state, but to a large number of Maine and local people who
come again and again — often with their children — to observe
the antics of Andre as he performs his repertoire of tricks. Or
even takes off on plans of his own!
Either way, there is a feeling of excitement over him that
melds a group of strangers into an integrated, friendly whole. A
wholesome and wonderful thingin this so often hostile world of
today. And something bigger in its import than the narrow
boundaries of a single community.
It thus seems singularly unfair that Mr. Goodridge should
have to shoulder the burden of the cost of the traffic police, es
pecially as Andre does so much for the economy of the whole
area by the crowds he attracts.
Restaurants, inns and motels, gas stations, the shops of all
varieties in the area, benefit greatly from Andre’s presence and
showmanship. In Rockport the incomparable Sail Loft, which

needs no added attraction, must do a land-office extra business
in summer because of its proximity to Andre’s floating pen, as
well as to the excitements of the unpredictable short entertain
ment in the evening.
Please, honorable Selectmen of Rockport, re-think this new
policy, if the rumor is true! I’m sure you’ll want to join in the
friendly and brotherly spirit of things, and not penalize a kindly,
conscientious citizen and long-time taxpayer of your lovely
town. You will thereby become known for fairmindedness and
the quality of heart so needed in this strange world we live in.
The rest of us will be your debtors by your example.
Elinor C.M. Smith
(Mrs. Philip Horton Smith)
Wenham, Massachusetts

(United Press International Telephoto)

Au Revoir, Andre
Andie the seal, honorary harbormaster of Rockport, Me., accepts a fare
well fish from his longtime friend and master, Harry Goodridge, as he
prepares to go south for the winter. Andre has reservations at the New
England Aquarium in Boston — and his bag is packed.

READY TO FLY — An expectant
Andre the seal awaits his pilot and
pre-flight instructions before taking
off on his flight to Boston’s New
England Aquarium. Andre, now
accustomeq tc air travel, made the

flight easily and was greeted by a
crowd of well-wishers on his arrival
in Boston. The popular seal will
begin his swim back to his summer
home in Rockport Harbor in April
See story on Page 1. (Cohen Photo)
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By JEAN SANFORD

Take the plunge,
visit the wet world
at the aquarium

ANDRE was starting his journey
home to Rockport, Maine, the day I
visited the New England Aquarium..
The big friendly harbor seal had
spent the winter boarding at the
aquarium. Now he was headed
back home where he has performed
for summer visitors for a number of
years.
His owner and trainer, Harry
Goodrich, . . has always released
Andre in the winter, but recently he
began to annoy Rockport fishermen
with his habit of climbing into their
boats to sun himself. In order to
keep the local peace, Goodrich asked
the aquarium to put Andre up for
the winter. On April 26, his stay in
Boston ended, he was taken to Marb
lehead and released. Andre’s strong
homing instincts were expected to
bring him back to Rockport in about
a week, in good time to entertain
summer visitors.
Boarding seals is just a sideline
with the New England Aquarium lo
cated on Boston’s Central Wharf. Its
overall purpose is “To Make Known
the World of Water” through educa-

big open room. In the center the
giant cylinder of the ocean tank
rises from a rectangular saltwater
tray, inhabited by sea lions and
seals, which covers most of the first
floor.
Space not filled with water has
been used imaginatively. Ramps
and bridges meld the four-levels of
the museum together. High above
the skeleton of a right whale, a
model of a Perry Cubmarine, a
globe and an Atlantic leatherback
turtle. From each level one gets a
different perspective on the water
below and the hanging exhibits
above.
Start at the first level and follow
the ramps along the outside walls
and then descend via the ramp that
wraps around the giant tank. If you
follow this route, you won’t miss
anything.

Daylight does not enter. The
aquarium visitor has the sensation
of plunging right into the greenish
half-light of an underwater world.
Fish in constant flickering motion
make living murals on the walls.
The aquarium is essentially one

the tropical fish tanks on the first
level. Such shapes and colors don’t
seem real. Blue, red, yellow, fuch
sia, orange — the tropicals present a
shifting rainbow of shimmering pat
terns. Labels and pictures above
each tank identify the fish.

You may have trouble getting past

ANDRE the seal winters at the New England Aquarium,
right. In the spring he takes off for his summer place in
Rockport. Maine, but don’t despair. There's still plenty to
see now at the aquarium.

On the first level one also sees
otters and a World of Water exhibit.
The second level has jackass pen
guins and temperate marine fish.
Beside the ramp to the third level,
life-size silhouettes of sharks loom
ominously on the wall. On level
three cold marine and fresh water
fish inhabit the tanks. At a tidal
pool built at the right level for threeyear-olds, children may pick up sea
urchins, starfish, crabs and other
small creatures.
.
Just one window opens on daylight
from the dark world of water inside
the aquarium. The glass-walled
Harbor View Room looks out on the
Boston waterfront — old stone build
ings of Long Wharf on the left, new
skycraper Harbor Towers on the
right. An instrument panel gives in
formation about tides, temperature,
wind direction and speed. There’s
even an underwater microphone.

On the fourth level you are next to
the hanging exhibits and can look
down into the giant tank. However,
it is easier to see the life in the tank
as you follow the spiral ramp down.
Because sharks, turtles, stripe bass,
■stingrays, moray eels and other

large fish live at different levels, at
tendants don diving suits and de
scend into the tank to feed them five
times a day: 10, 11:15, 1:15, 2:30 and
3:30. Even if you aren’t there at
feeding time you may find a diver
busy at one of his chores, such as
vacuuming the rocks.
A new auditorium opened last De
cember where a short ecology film
is shown at 2:30 daily and more fre
quently on weekends. More changes
are in store, too. The day we visit
ed, a floating marine mammal pavil
ion was launched in Wisconsin which
will open in Boston late this sum
mer. The dolphins that will perform
here are now being trained in Flori
da. But we’ll save that for another
time.
As we left the aquarium we
stopped to watch seals frolic in a
pool. And speaking of seals, Andre
made it back to Rockport in five
days flat.
AQUARIUM HOURS: 9-5 week
days, 10-6 Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays
ADMISSION: Adults, $2, children
through age 14, senior citizens and
military, $1.
HOW TO GET THERE; Take 95
north to 128 and 128 south,to South
east Expressway into Boston. Exit
at Atlantic Avenue, Northern Ave
nue sign and follow the blue and
white fish signs to the aquarium.
There is a parking building where a
fee is charged.
,
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Andre Gains |
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By DAVID HIMMELSTEIN
District Correspondent

ROCKPORT — A “Free Andre” defense fund
hasn’t been started yet, but there have been audible
rumblings about the imbroglio swirling around the
town's paunchy honorary harbor master.
Andre and his keeper Harry Goodridge were no
tified recently by agents from the National Marine
Fisheries Service that Andre’s summer residence in
his harbor pen violates a federal law prohibiting the
capture of marine mammals.
The law was passed In 1972 and carries penalties
of a year imprisonment and $10,000 fine, besides the
confiscation of the animal.
Goodridge’s and Andre’s respective fates now
are being deliberated by a fisheries attorney in
Washington, and unsurprisingly their plight is gener
ating legions of supporters.
“WE’RE GOING to do everything we can to
maintain Andre’s status quo in Rockport,” said Sandy
Graffam, chairman of the board of selectmen. “If
necessary, we’ll file a letter or appeal with federal
officials.”
Contacted in his Gloucester, Mass, office, the
northeast marine enforcement agent, Alan S. Mager,
seemed painfully aware of the potential public rela
tions spectacle of his abducting the cuddly hero of
children’s books, magazines and national television.
“It’s certainly an unusual situation,” he said.
“We’re looking into solutions that would be satisfac
tory to all concerned and still remain within the
law.”
He said that the granting of a waiver is possible,
and a decision would probably be reached in Wash
ington within the next few weeks.
Enforcement agents were sent to Rockport in re
sponse to a recent complaint from a local citizen
who was worried that Andre might climb aboard a

boat, perhaps carrying small children, and flip it
over, he said.
GOODRIDGE ACKNOWLEGED that there were
complaints in the past from owners of boats which
Andre had swamped. But the trainer said the seal
has been in captivity since this spring when he
swam the 128 miles from his winter home in the
Boston aquarium.
“We don’t even consider him a wild animal — he’s
more of a town character,” asserted Helen Parker,
executive secretary of the Camden-Rockport Cham
ber of Commerce.
She forecast a “hue and cry” if the government
tries to move Andre to an aquarium; and pointed out
that he represents one of the only children’s attrac
tions in the area.
“I’m not so much concerned with the tourism,
but it would deprive the residents, including myself,
who enjoy going to the harbor and watching him
perform,” said Rockport Town Manager Carl Betterley.
If the situation is not resolved satisfactorily,
Betterley said he would take the matter up with the
board of selectmen.
_____

Rockporters Rallying
Round ‘Captive’ Seal
ROCKPORT — While Andre

the seal, this town’s honorary
harbormaster,
is seemingly
oblivious to all the hoop-la over
his ■confinement,’ a town coun
cilor and Clamber of Comm e r c e representative have
joined others in protesting the
possible removal of the seal
from a pen in the harbor. Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service
officials
Thursday
informed
Harry Goodridge, Andre’s train
er, that he is violating a law
prohibiting the capture of ma
rine mammals. Officials in Bos
ton said Friday an exception to
the law may be possible. A rul
ing is expected in several

weeks. Story on page 9.
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Leave Him Alone

The National Marine Fisheries
Service undoubtedly is a valuable
and honorable arm of government.
Among its personnel there are
unquestionably
many
con
scientious public servants who ap
ply the law fairly and reasonably
and discharge their duties com
petently and intelligently. But
when they talk about penalizing
Harry Goodridge for keeping
Andre the Seal a prisoner in Rock
port Harbor they are out of their
ever-lovin’ skulls.
The federal boys have the argu
ments, of course. They don’t write
the law, they just, enforce it. They
can’t make exceptions. The law
must be applied evenly and firmly.
As justice is to be tempered with
mercy, so enforcement should be
tempered with reason.
We are unable to offer any quote
direct from the seal’s mouth, but
the only conclusion must be that
Andre likes his life at Rockport.
The confines of the 20-foot pen
seem not a prison wall to make.
He can bask in the sun when he
chooses or he can cavort in the wa
ter. Goodridge makes sure he’s
well cared for.
Andre winters elsewhere but re
turns faithfully to Rockport each
spring. He wintered in the aqua
rium at Boston last year. He

wasn’t trucked back to Rockport.
He was turned loose in the ocean
and he swam home to that 20-foot
pen — and he made ' the trip in
much less time than was expected.
We must conclude he was eager to
get back to Rockport and Good
ridge.
So what would the Fisheries Ser
vice do, have him turned loose to
be shot by a fisherman or some
rockhead who will use a gun
against anything that moves? Is it
the decent thing to do to free
Andre and leave him to his own
resources after a lifetime of such
dependency on Goodridge?
The number of things in society
which make people feel warm and
good is getting smaller and small
er. One of them is Andre, his
Rockport summers and the rela
tionship with his benefactor. ’
To suddenly decide, after all
these years and the reams of pub
licity, that the relationship isn’t
lawful, to talk of §10,000 fines and
demand that Goodridge file a raft
of forms in something like formal
adoption proceedings for Andre,
stinks worse than putrid flats at
low water.
Goodridge, Andre and the Rock
port arrangement make a bright
spot in a grim world. The National
Marine Fisheries Service shouldn’t
draw a black cloud across it.

PRICE TWENTY CENTS
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Government Taking
Good Look At Andre
The case of Andre the Seal “is
being mulled over at the ad
ministrative level." according to
Ernest Medico, deputy special
agent in charge at the National
Marine Fisheries Service in
Gloucester. Massachusetts.
On Wednesday. July 24. three
men informed Rockport harbor
master Harry Goodridge that An
dre. the seal Goodridge has rais
ed and trained for the past 14
years, is in violation of the
Marine Mammal Protection Law
passed by congress in 1972 and
effective December. 1972.
The three representatives of
the National Marine Fisheries

Hathaway
Appeals In
Andre's Behalf
Senator William D. Hathaway
has come to the defense of Andre
the Seal.
In a letter this week to the
Secretary of Commerce, Maine's
junior Democratic senator
appealed on behalf of ownertrainer Harry Goodridge of
Rockport to waive any action be
ing taken against the harbor seal.
Hathaway pointed out that the
marine mammals act which took
effect January 1. 1973, should not
bring the “forced eviction" of
seals like Andre which have been
cared for during 14 years.
The senator suggested that An
dre be allowed selfdetermination in deciding where
he will live.
Turn to back page, Please

Services were Alan Mager, assis
tant special agent responsible for
the Marine Mammal Protection
Law in Gloucester; Kevin
Sullivan, acting senior resident in
Portland and Robert Gowell,
special agent for enforcement
and surveillance in Rockland.
The Marine Mammal Protec
tion Law calls for a moratorium
on the taking, holding, harassing
and killing of sea mammals in
cluding seals, sea lions, otters,
polar bears and others. A special
exception within the law,
however, allows for a display
permit--for example - - so
aquariums can exhibit dolphins,
seals, etc.
Goodridge reported that he
was aware of the Marine Mam
mal Protection Law. But assum
ing Andre was grandfathered
since he has been caged
summers in Rockport harbor for
years. Goodridge never applied
for a permit.
The federal agents told the har
bormaster to apply for a permit
to Capture and exhibit a seal. On
August 1. however. Goodridge
received a phone call from the
Gloucester office asking him to
hold off filing the permit.
Wednesday morning. Mager
explained. "We told Mr.
Goodridge not to file the permit
while we try to decide the best
way of handling this. We re look
ing for the simplest way, which
might be simpler than the permit
and still comply with the law.
Our people in Washington are
looking al this right now.
Technically, by the law. Andre is

Turn to back page, Please
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Andre—In Trouble

Andre The Seal Runs
Afoul Of The Law
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) - Alan S. Mager, the regional
Andre the Seal, whose antics NMFS enforcement agent, told
have delighted thousands of him the agency had been aware
tourists in this Maine coastal for some time that the 1972 law
village, has run afoul of Uncle was being violated, but gave no
reason for the sudden decision
Sam.
The 14-year-old seal may be to enforce it.
forced out of office as this
According to Goodridge, the
town’s honorary harbormaster agents left “a lot of red tape to
because of a federal law pro fill out,” petitioning the govern
hibiting the capture of marine ment to permit him to keep
mammals.
Andre.
Andre was visited by officials
“I’ve been frightened ever
of the National Marine Fish
since
they left because I can’t
eries Service (NMFS), who de
clared that the floating 20-foot get it out of my mind what they
pen in Rockport harbor where might do to him. This type of
he spends his summers is ille relationship is just beyond their
comprehension,”
Goodridge
gal.
“These three federal men said.
Should the government enjust swooped down on us. It
was really kind of frightening,” . force the statute, it could run
said Harry Goodridge, a Rock into a problem keeping Andre
port tree surgeon who raised out of his summer residence.
Andre from a pup and taught
At the start of this summer,
him such tricks as jumping the seal swam the 128 miles
through rings and shooting bas from his winter home in the
ketballs through hoops.
Boston aquarium to Rockport
Goodridge said Thursday that in 84 hours.

DETROIT (AP) — For the
first time, consumers will be
able to find out this fall what
gasoline mileage they can ex
pect from most new cars by
looking at the sticker on ve
hicles in the showroom.
General Motors joined Ford
Motor Co. on Thursday in
agreeing to voluntarily post the
federal gasoline mileage test
results on their 1975 models,
which debut next month.
The Environmental Protec
tion Agency prodded the auto
makers to participate in the
voluntary program by threat
ening to seek federal legislation
making it mandatory.
Chrysler Corp, hasn’t decided
yet whether it will go along
with the nation’s two largest
automakers. American Motors
has refused to post the federal
figures, saying it disagrees
with the federal test system.
AMC has complained that the
EPA’s test procedures do not
produce results that reflect the
kind of mileage the average
driver would get. The EPA
rates fuel economy on the same
laboratory equipment used to
measure exhaust emissions.
AMC and others have argued
that actual road tests would
provide more accurate mileage
figures than laboratory testing.
But the large majority of do
mestic models will contain the
sticker information, and at
least six importers, including
Toyota, Aston Martin, British
Leyland, Bricklin, BMW and
Rolls Royce already have said
they will participate in the pro
gram.
A GM spokesman said the
test procedures for 1975 models
are an improvement over the
1974 methods and represent
“the best available way of
doing mileage ratings.” EPA is
the only government agency
making gasoline mileage deter
minations.
The new label information
will go far beyond the vague
statements included on stickers
of Big Three cars during the
current model year.
Under the new plan, average
mileage figures on the actual
model will be displayed on the
sticker. In addition, fuel con
sumption will be listed for two
test runs—one on the highway
and one on urban streets.

Andre, the seal, has flippered afoul of the fedsx/^
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — Andre the Seal, the
honorary harbormaster of this Maine coastal village,
has run afoul of Uncle Sam.
The 14-year-old harbor seal’s trainer, Harry A.
Goodridge, has been advised by the federal
government that he needs a permit if Andre is to
remain here during the summer, delighting tourists
with his antics.
The problem, according to Goodridge, arose when
officials of the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) visited Andre’s floating pen in Rockport
harbor.
“These three federal men just swooped down on us.
It was really kind of frightening,” the Rockport tree
surgeon said.
•
Goodridge explained Friday that the agents left some
forms, but failed to provide adequate clarification on
how to fill them out. He quoted one of the men as

saying further guidance would come from Washington
William Gordon, deputy director of the NMFS
regional office in Gloucester, Mass., said a 1972 law
provides that Goodridge must obtain a display permit
if he wants to keep Andre in captivity.
Officials said a permit would be granted after
inspectors determine that Andre is receiving proper
care and is housed in a holding tank with suitable wa
ter temperature and salinity.
Goodridge, who raised Andre from a pup and taught
him to jump through rings and toss basketballs through
hoops, said he hopes to apply for a permit once the
proper procedures are explained to him.
“My tank is the Atlantic Ocean,” he said. “How can
it be any better?”
Gordon said enforcement agents were sent to
Rockport in response to a recent complaint from a
rniTirlfT fn
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local citizen who was worried that Andre might climb
aboard a boat, perhaps carrying small children, and
flip it over.
Goodridge acknowledged that there were complaints
in the past from owners of boats which Andre had
swamped. But the trainer said the seal has been in
captivity since this spring when he swam the 128 miles
fom his winter home in the Boston aquarium.
The trainer said Andre could not survive spending
the entire year in the aquarium.
“He could just about take being in an aquarium for
the winter, but if they lock him up in one forever, he’d
die,” said Goodridge. “I know he would.”
Gordon said his agency will do all it can to assist
Goodridge in obtaining a permit.
“I think this can be resolved very harmoniously, with
a lot of patience and perseverance,” he said.
a

No seal is above law, US says
Associated Press
ROCKPORT, Maine — Andre
the Seal, “honorary harbormaster”
of this coastal village, has run afoul
of Uncle Sam.
The trainer of the 14-year-old
harbor seal, Harry A. Goodridge,
has been advised by the Federal
government that he needs a permit
if Andre is to remain here during
the summer, delighting tourists with
his .antics.
The"problem, according to Good
ridge, arose when officials of the
National Marine Fisheries Service
visited Andre’s floating pen in
Rockport harbor.

who was worried that Andre might
climb aboard a boat, perhaps carry
ing small children, and flip it over.
Goodridge acknowledged com
plaints from owners of boats which
Andre had swamped. But he said
the seal has been in captivity since
this spring when he swam the 128
miles from his winter home in the
New England Aquarium in Boston.
He said Andre could not survive
the entire year in the aquarium.

“He could just about take being
in an aquarium for the winter, but
if they locked him up in one forever,
he would die,” said Goodridge. “I
know he would.”
Gordon said his agency will do
all it can to assist Goodridge in ob
taining a permit.
“I think this can be resolved
harmoniously with a lot of patience
and perseverance,” he said.
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“These three Federal men just
swoqped down on us. It was really
kind of frightening,” said Good
ridge, who is also a tree surgeon.
Goodridge explained yesterday
that the agents left some forms, but
failed to provide adequate clarifica
tion on how to fill them out. He
quoted one as saying further
guidance would come from Wash
ington.
William Gordon, deputy director
of the fisheries service’s regional of
fice in Gloucester, Mass., said a 1972
law provides that Goodridge must
obtain a display permit if he wants
to keep Andre in captivity.
Officials said a permit would
probably be granted after inspectors
find out if Andre is receiving proper
care and is housed in a holding tank
with suitable water temperature and
salinity.
Goodridge, who reared Andre
from a pup and taught him to jump
through rings and toss basketballs
through hoops, said he hopes to
apply for a permit once the proper
procedures are explained to him.
“My tank is the Atlantic Ocean,”
he said. “How can it be any better?”
Gordon said enforcement agents
were sent to Rockport in response to
a recent complaint from a citizen

Fun-loving Andre the seal cavorts in harbor at Rockport, Maine.
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Federal agents
inspect Andre’s
summer home
Does Andre need a sunshade?
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau

ROCKPORT — No one has asked Andre if his
pen is comfortable, but the federal government
is concerned with the seal’s home in the harbor.
Agriculture Department agents visited the
pen this week to determine if it conforms to fed
eral regulations adopted in 1979. The pen was
measured and water samples were taken.
According to Harry Goodridge, Andre’s train
er and confidant, the agents said a sunning plat
form inside the pen is three inches too small. In
addition, the regulations call for adding some
thing to shade the seal’s sunny deck, Goodridge
noted.

"Having a shade over the deck is ridiculous.
Andre has shade under the deck if that’s what he
wants,” he added.
Goodridge said agents permitted him to in
clude his comments about the government’s
suggested revisions. "They seem to think that
some kind of variances for these situations
could be worked out,” Goodridge noted.
Last year government agents said Goodridge
could be fined because he had not applied for an
exhibit license as required by the 1979 federal
statutes. Goodridge said he made application for
the permit a month or so ago. The recent visit by
the federal agent was a pre-licensing require
ment.

Andre Can Rest Easy -
The Feds Are In Retreat
WASHINGTON — Rep. Peter Kyros Thursday
said the deputy director of the National Marine
Fisheries Service assured him Andre the seal will
not be removed from his summer home in Rock
port Harbor.
Kyros said the Fisheries Service is drawing up
a permit which would allow owner Harry Good
ridge to keep Andre without violating the Marine
Mammal Act, which prohibits the capture of marine
mammals.
“It is not the intention of the Fisheries Service
to take Andre away from his summer home,” Kyros reported after meeting with deputy director
Jack Gehringer.
Andre is a trained seal who voluntarily returns
each summer to Rockport Harbor where he per
forms for tourists. In the fall he usually is released
to sea, but he always returns to Rockport.

Andre Seal In Big Trouble With Feds
By DAVID HIMMELSTEIN
District Correspondent

ROCKPORT — This town's
honorary harbormaster may be
forcibly removed from office—
and his home — because a fed
eral law prohibits the capture of
marine mammals.
Andre the seal, who’s become
a renowned midcoast landmark,
was visited by officials of the
National Marine Fisheries Ser
vice and informed that his sum
mer residence — a floating 20foot pen in Rockport Harbor —
is illegal.
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At Portland, Maine

“These three federal men just
swooped down on us. It was
really kind of frightening,” said
Harry Goodridge Thursday as
he was about to loose his
charge to wow a pack of cam
era-wielding tourists clustered
on the wharf.
Goodridge, a local tree sur
geon, raised Andre from a pup
14 years ago and nas taught
him everything from jumping
through rings to shooting bas
ketballs through hoops.
ACCORDING TO Goodridge,

the Northeast Marine enforce
ment agent, Alan S. Mager, in
formed him the service “had
been aware we’d been breaking
the law for some time” but
gave no reason why they only
now decided to enforce it. The
law was passed by congress in
1972.
The agents left Goodridge
with “a lot of red tape to fill
out” petitioning the government
to allow him to keep Andre.
They also promised to keep him
informed of any developments
in the case.

“I’ve been frightened ever
since they left because I can’t
get it out of my mind what they
might do to him. This type of
relationship is just beyond their
comprehension,”
Goodridge
said.
If the government does decide
to enforce its edict it imme
diately runs up against a not in
significant problem: explaining
the finer points of marine law
to a seal.
Andre was so homesick for
his old pen this summer that he
swam the 128 miles from his
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winter quarters at the Boston
aquarium in a Mark Spitz-like
84 hours.
IF THE AGENTS simply let
him loose somewhere in New
England, it’s hard to conceive
of how they could prevent him
from entering voluntary servi
tude, short of posting armed
scuba divers at the mouth of
Rockport Harbor.
But if they decide to place
him permanently in an aqua
rium, a much more serious
problem arises.

PRICE FIFTEEN CENTS

“He could just about take
being in an aquarium for the
winter, but if they lock him up
in one forever, he’d die, I know
he would,” Goodridge said. “I
know Andre and I aren’t bigger
than the law, but what about
the public?”
His question isn’t rhetorical.
Public reaction is sure to be
fearsome.
Andre ranks second only to
Andrew Wyeth as the state’s

Turn to Back Page
of This Section
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Andre The Seal
May Lose Home
(Continued

Jrom Pane One>

most acclaimed summer resi
dent.
NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
just finished a picture essay on
is exploits to open their new
children’s magazine, and among
his other credits he claims a
special feature by CBS news
man Charles Kuralt and articles
in Life, Argosy, Down East and
Yankee, in addition to fulsome
newspaper coverage.
Goodridge says he’ll try to
complete the waiver, but he is
apprehensive that “some guy in
Washington will think, ‘Who the
hell is that nut up there?’ and
throw it out.” Not the least of
his concerns is a $10,0-30 fine if
he’s judged guilty of violating
the statute.
“I guess the guy is just trying
to do his job,” Goodr’dge said.
“But if they would just leave us
alone and let me take care of
my seal, Andre could still be a
nice, healthy show-off for his
visitors.”
Mager could not be reached
for comment.
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Who else? It's Andre

Andre the seal headed for Maine
By HENRY J. COLLINS
Mawc Staff
MARBLEHEAD - Andre, a
performing seal from Rockport,
Maine is swimming home today,
after spending the winter in the
New England Aquarium,
Boston.
The 240 pound mammal began
his 200 mile trip shortly after 1
p.m. Friday, when he jumped
over the side of a boat owned by
Marblehead fisherman George
Berry.
Andre's confinement at the
aquarium was made necessary,
because of his fondness for peo

ple and his desire to be near
them.
His owner, Harry Goodridge
of Rockport said that in recent
winters, the seal has taken to
jumping into lobster boats and
dories, and this had made him a
nuisance.
He had developed the habit
of playfully knocking the oars
from the hands of fishermen,
and although they all like him,
this just became too much,”
Goodridge said.
The seal’s fondness for
humans has developed over his
lifetime of 13 years, most of
which he has spent as a per
former in Rockport.
Goodridge found the seal,
when it was just a few days old
and a great friendship developed
between man and animal.
As the seal matured, his
owner began training him to do
tricks. This eventually led to the
seal performing for summer
visitors to the Maine seacoast
community and the animal
became a leading attraction.
He became so popular, that
Gopdridge reports the seal
receives fan mail from children
and adults alike, during the
winter.
While he was performing for
tourists, Andre lived in a cage
and was no bother to the local
fishermen.
Because of a seal’s need to
feed heavily and gain weight
during cold weather, however,
Goodridge would free him in the
fall.
For his first few years as a
Maine resident, Andre left
Rockport for a few months,
when the cold weather set in.
In the last couple of years,
however, he has been staying
close to home during the winter
and bothering the fishermen.

Complaints became a serious
problem and Goodridge asked
personnel at the New England
Aquarium, if his pet could
winter in Southern New England
this year.
Aquarium officials were more
than glad to accommodate the
seal, and he has been in Boston
since November.
Although he traveled to,
Boston over the road, his owner
decided that he would see if the
mammal could make his way
home alone and so it was decid
ed to let him go off Marblehead.

spent several weeks in
Marblehead during the winter of
1961-62.
He was spotted in Marblehead
Harbor by some youngsters and
fishermen, who became quite attached to him. He was
erroneously named Josephine by
the townspeople and became
somewhat of a celebrity, before
leaving for summer quarters in
Maine.
Goodridge said he has no
doubts that his trained attrac
tion will return to Rockport on
his own. He expects him in about
Goodridpp nnfpc thaf AnHro 9

Trip A Test Of Seal's Intelligence

Scientist Betting On Andre's Moxie
By JIM MOORE
District Correspondent

ROCKPORT — Whether Andre and his fel
low harbor seals are really “thinking” animals
is open to question, but one scientist who has
been studying them for several years hopes the
intellect Andre seems to have will get him home
from Boston.
Andre, Rockport’s official “honorary harbor
master,” is due to be released by his Rockport
trainer, Harry Goodridge, from the New Eng
land Aquarium Friday, starting him on a 200mile swim home.
“I’ll be interested in Andre’s progress,” said
David Richardson, Department of Marine Re
sources scientist at Boothbay Harbor. “I hope he
makes it, as he is an educational experience for
people.
“What goes on in Rockport in the summer is
a great experience for people who might never
see these smart animals. What Harry Goodridge
does at his own expense is a very good thing.”
RICHARDSON KNOWS something about
seals himself. He worked under a National Geog
raphic Society contract studying the population
of harbor seals and the rarer gray seals for two
years around Acadia National Park. Lately he
has been doing a population study involving the
Maine coast from Kittery to Canada.
Some of the seal study relates to the past
population abundance and distribution of seals,
as well as their present status, and the biology
of the animals in relation to its habits, behavior
and relationship to the fishing industry.
He’s found out a lot about seals. In the past
year of studying the population of the coast, his
work involved trying to use radio transmitters to
follow seal movements.
Andre served as a “mannequin” for devel
oping a harness to hold such a transmitter, but
Richardson said Andre disliked the harness and
may have influenced Goodridge to decide
against having Andre monitored by radio on his
trip home.
Under the new federal Marine Protection
Act of 1972, harbor seals are “grandfathered” so
they may still be taken alive — though only un-

The Press Herald will be follow
ing Andre’s progress up the coast on
his long journey home, and the editors
would appreciate any reliable reports
of sightings.

on the accessible stock so it can be established
whether there is a trend in population.
Seals are subject to other predators than
fishermen, he said. They contract a natural
parasitic infestation, and sharks attack them. A
shark once killed another of Goodridge’s seals as
he looked on.
Richardson said Canadian tagging studies in
dicated that 20 per cent of the pups born in the
spring succumb in the first few weeks of life.
An aerial census of harbor seals from Kitte
ry to Eastport showed about 6,000 of Andre’s
confreres. “We’re not sure how conservative
that estimate is,” he said, since the seals were
spotted on ledges at low tide, when virtually the
whole population might be sunbathing.
The intelligence of the seals also showed up
during a sea census.
“It depends on how you approach — they
are very wary of outboard motor boats; but
when you are in a rowboat they are often very
curious and come quite close and show a real
curiosity about what you are doing,” Richardson

said. “They are able to determine rather easily,
I think, what boats are a threat and which are
harmless.
“A CLAM DIGGER or fisherman they ig
nore. A strange boat approaches, and they take
off. In trying to photograph them at close range
you realize they are aware of your presence long
before you think so. They are wary of man un
less you establish you are not a threat. If they
recognize some one who is, they are already
near the water and in a flash they are gone.”
“I don’t know if I can say a seal is a real
‘thinking’ animal — is he like the fox outfoxing
someone — or are they reacting to prior ex
perience and conditioning? I really don’t want
to say much about seals’ thinking. Perhaps we
think they ao because we ‘think,’ and some of
their actions would indicate it.
“But 7 will watch Andre’s progress as he
makes his coastal trip. I hope he does it. He’s an
education for people, as I said; what goes on
with him in Rockport in the summer is a great
experience for people.”

' BI
Andre’s penchant for sunbathing in moored rowboats and motor skiffs will
make him easier to spot as he makes his way home.

Jjftrflanb
Portland, Me., Press Herald, Thursday, April 25, 1974
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Andre-Watching Leads
To Tippy Encounter
Coastal Maine residents and visitors from Kittery to
Rockport are invited to participate in what has come to
be the annual spot-Andre watch.
The Press Herald would he happy to hear from any
one who spots a gregarious and evidently well - padded
harbor seal (see story below) as he makes his way north.
Our free phone number is 1-800-442-6036.
BOSTON (AP) — Andre, the harbor seal, is headed
home, maybe, and has a touch of spring fever, definitely.
The 13 - year - old harbor seal spends his summers in
an ocean pen at Rockport Harbor, • Maine, where his
trainer Harry Goodridge has him perform. Goodridge
cared for the seal since he was a pup.
Andre has been spending winters at the New England
Aquarium here since fishermen in Rockport got upset by
his clambering on their boats to bask in the winter sun.
They feared he would upset their boats.
He makes the trip south in the fall by truck, but he’s
on his own for the return trip of more than 150 miles in
spring.
Aquarium officials freed him Wednesday in Marble
head harbor north of Boston, so he wouldn’t get confused
by Boston Harbor islands.
Last year he made the trip back to Rockport in just
over four days^and an Aquarium spokeswoman said
apparently he headed directly home. But this year, he
apparently is playing en route, she said.
Five hours after he was released, he was spotted,
still in Marblehead Harbor, racing a woman who was
sailing.
The last reported sighting was 2% hours later in
Manchester Harbor, four miles up the coast.
Bill Loring said he was in a boat in the harbor and
felt that someone was watching him. Looking over the
side he saw what he described as the largest harbor seal
he had ever seen.
Loring waved, and Andre climed into his boat. The
boat was a dinghy, and when Andre tried to climb into
Loring’s lap, Loring, sharing the fears of Rockport fish
ermen that Andre would overturn the small boat, pushed
him back overboard.

Andre, whferever he is, weighs approximately 240
pounds.
r7
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Seal’s Progress

Andre To Start From Familiar Harbor
ROCKPORT — When Andre the seal starts his trek home
ward today after wintering in the New England Aquarium in
Boston, he’ll leave from familiar waters.
His trainer, Harry Goodridge, said the takeoff point has
been changed Vo Marblehead Harbor, instead of just outside
Boston.
Marblehead is the place apparently reached by Andre by
himself on one of his winter jaunts several years ago. At the
time, Andre had been gone from Rockport quite a while when
a seal suddenly showed up at Marblehead and began doing
tricks, which soon earne him his meals — and the name “Jose
phine.”
“Josephine” suddenly disappeared and about the time that
news was noted, Andre returned to Maine, flopping out of the
water into a boat in nearby Rockland Harbor where he was re
trieved by Goodridge and returned to Rockport.

Andre

So a start from Marblehead Harbor at 2 p.m. should be a
mere seal-swim home for Andre.

•
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Rooting For Andre
Andre the Seal, pride and joy of
Rockport Harbor, is going to have
to make it from Boston back to his
summer home on his own this
year.
Harry Goodridge is scheduled to
start Andre on his way from the
Boston Aquarium today. We hope
very much that Andre, official
“honorary harbormaster” at Rock
port, makes the trip successfully.
David Richardson, a Depart
ment of Marine Resources scien
tist at Boothbay Harbor, isn’t pre
pared to state much definitely on
the seal as a thinking creature.
But he has great hope for Andre’s
safe navigation too.

We know nothing whatever of a
seal’s ability to reason. But there
is a long and ugly record of man’s
perverse reasoning. Man, and not
distance or Andre’s mental capac
ity or instincts, may well be the
seal s major obstacle in returning
to Rockport.
There would be some who would
shoot any seal at all. There would
be a lower type who would take
particular pleasure in killing the
seal if they thought it might be
Andre.
Andre has a stiff challenge. The
whole Maine coast will be rooting
for him.
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Go it, Andre!

Andre the Seal, pride and joy of
Rockport Harbor, is going to have to
make it from Boston back to his
summer home on his own this year.
Harry Goodridge is scheduled to
start Andre on his way from the
Boston Aquarium today. We hope
very much that Andre, official
“honorary harbormaster” at
Rockport, makes the trip
successfully.
David Richardson, a Department
of Marine Resources scientist at
Boothbay Harbor, isn't prepared to
state much definitely on the seal as
a thinking creature. But he has
great hope for Andre’s safe
navigation too.

We know nothing whatever of a
seal’s ability to reason. But there is
a long and ugly record of man’s
perverse reasoning. Man, and not
distance or Andre's mental capacity
or instincts, may well be the seal’s
major obstacle in returning to
Rockport.
There would be some who would
shoot any seal at all. There would be
a lower type who would take
particular pleasure in killing the
seal if they thought it might be
Andre.
Andre has a stiff challenge. The
whole Maine coast will be rooting
for him.

Andre Is Off And Swimming On Long, Familiar Trip
trantorted b 1 J
’"<”»«rently in his pen Friday (top photo) as he was
transported by boat from Boston to Marblehead, Mass. The take-off (bottom
photo) was moved to Marblehead beeause it is believed Andre traveled there

L«
” hisxtrr;
own one winter and
H“

then came back to Rockport, Maine, where he is honHa", c“"ds'' *■£

J n ,
P
e gregarious harbor seal on his trip home. Andre, who has lived
b Rockport since he was a three-month-old pup, has spent the winter at the New
E .gland Aquarium at Boston. The 13-year-old seal should make the 165-mile trip
in about two weeks, aquarium curator Lou Garibaldi said. The seal’s trip has
aroused both scientific and public interest. (AP)
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RELUCTANT VISITOR — Rockport’s Andre the Seal hoisted
his way into Harry Goodridge’s house to poise for a National
Geographic Magazine photographer. Andre will be featured in
the first issue of the National Geographic’s new magazine for
children. No stranger to the great indoors Andre was raised on
Goodridge’s kitchen floor.
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